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SEVEN 
The Swami and the Rorschach 
Spiritual Practice, Religious 
Experience, and Perception 
DIANE JONTE- PACE 
NEARLY A CENTURY after William James initiated the psychological study of mysti-
cism with the publication of The Varieties of Religious Experience, 1 Robert Forman 
has returned to James's project by issuing a call for a psychologia perennis.2 This 
"perennial psychology" would investigate mystical or nonordinary states of con-
sciousness and the transformative processes that produce them. Whereas James of-
fered a typology of mystical experience structured around the mysticism of the 
"healthy minded" and the mysticism of the "sick soul," Forman proposes an inquiry 
that goes well beyond the work of his predecessor. He raises questions not only about 
types of mystical experience but also about the influence of innate psychological 
structure and of culture upon mystical experience. 
Four central theses structure Forman's argument. First, he differentiates ordinary 
consciousness from mystical consciousness. Second, he argues that transformative 
processes like meditation can enact a shift from ordinary to mystical consciousness. 
Third, he suggests that the transformative efficacy of practices like meditation lies 
in the stripping away of learned cultural and linguistic categories to expose an under-
lying "innate capacity" for experiencing mystical "pure consciousness." Fourth, he 
maintains that this state of "pure consciousness" is cross-culturally and historically 
stable. 
Forman argues, in other words, that mystical experiences of pure consciousness, 
made possible by transformative processes like meditation, transcend historical and 
cultural differences and are in some way "innate." As he explains in this volume, 
his approach to mysticism represents a "decontextualist" as opposed to a "con-
structivist" approach. Decontextualists are universalists who argue for the unity or 
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identity of mystical experiences across cultural and historical boundaries. In their 
view, which the psychologist of religion Ralph Hood refers to as the "common core 
theory" of mysticism, "variations in descriptions may mask similar if not identical 
experiences."3 "Constructivists" like Wayne Proudfoot and Steven Katz, on the other 
hand, are pluralists who argue that mystical experiences differ according to cultural 
and historical context.4 The focus of the constructivists is on the cultural construc-
tion of experience: they argue, in opposition to the decontextualist thesis of an in-
nate capacity for pure awareness, that no unmediated experience is possible and that 
all experience, including mystical experience, is shaped by culture and language. From 
their perspective, claims for universality or commonality in religious experience are 
a result of a cultural hegemony that disregards the differences that are the basis of 
historical and cultural particularity. 
In his call for a perennial psychology and in his articulation of the decontextualist 
thesis, Forman urges scholars to initiate "comparative work in mysticism, religion, 
spirituality, and the fundamentals of cognitive psychology ... (to investigate) deep 
psychological structures, states of consciousness, as well as transforrnative pro-
cesses."5 I propose that the Rorschach test might serve well as such a method for 
investigating religion, spirituality, psychological structure, and cognition. In addi-
tion, it might bring some clarity to the debate between the decontextualists and the 
constructivists. In this essay I discuss three unique Rorschach studies that, in my view, 
represent an important step toward such a psychology of religious experience and 
examine their implications for Forman's decontextualist thesis. 
Why might the Rorschach test represent a valuable method for studying religious 
experience? The nature of perception is the explicit concern of both the Rorschach 
test and the texts that describe religious experience. The Rorschach test explicitly 
deconstructs in order to analyze, understand, and interpret the process of perception 
while much of the mystical literature similarly describes an explicit deconstruction 
of the process of perception in order to escape from that process. William Blake's 
famous assertion, "If the doors of perception were cleansed, everything would ap-
pear as it is-infinite," echoes, for example, the Upani~adic texts that urge the cessa-
tion of "the five sense know ledges" and the Buddhist Abhidamma texts that instruct 
the meditator in the practice of gaining insight into and detachment from sensation, 
perception, and judgment. 6 
Forman's attempt to differentiate ordinary consciousness from mystical conscious-
ness similarly focuses on perception. He outlines a tripartite epistemological and 
perceptual framework that characterizes ordinary consciousness: he describes the 
perceiving subject, the perceived object, and the process of perceiving or knowing. 
In mystical consciousness, Forman suggests, a subject no longer perceives an object 
but perceives or knows consciousness itself.7 For Forman, the transformations in the 
perceiving subject, the perceived object, and the process of perception are crucial in 
understanding the shift from ordinary consciousness to mystical consciousness. What 
makes the Rorschach test so valuable in this context is precisely its ability to analyze 
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the perceiving subject and the process of perceiving. By offering to the subject an 
ambiguous object-oy removing, in a sense, the "perceived object" from the tripar-
tite epistemological structure of awareness-the Rorschach test makes possible an 
inquiry into the relationship between the other two components, the perceiving sub-
ject and the process of perception. Since the Rorschach test itself is an instrument 
sensitive to the nature and the process of perception, the test records of spiritual 
masters can provide insight into perception in nonordinary consciousness. 
The Rorschach Test 
Primarily a diagnostic tool, the Rorschach, or "inkblot," test has been widely uti-
lized for many decades as a measure of perception and personality. The creator of 
the test, Hermann Rorschach (1884-1922), was vitally interested in the intersections 
of perception, cognition, and religion. His work developing the inkblot test was im-
mediately preceded by-and, I've argued, was closely related to-his study of sec-
tarian religious groups in the mountains of Switzerland.8 After publishing papers on 
these groups in early psychoanalytic journals, he put aside his research on religion 
to complete his manuscript on perception and personality, Psychodiagnostics.9 Let-
ters written at this time to Swiss pastor and psychoanalyst Oskar Pfister refer to the 
psychological analysis of religion he intended to pursue. 10 Plans for this research were 
cut short by his unexpected death, caused by acute peritonitis, in 1922 at age 37. 
In spite of Hermann Rorschach's interest in religion, in spite of what I consider to 
be the great potential of the Rorschach test for understanding religious experience, 
and in spite of the fact that the Rorschach is "the most extensively researched pro-
jective instrument" in diagnostic testing, 11 only a few Rorschach studies have focused 
explicitly on religion. Fewer still have explored non ordinary religious consciousness. 
Typical studies in the field of religion and the Rorschach, for example, have con-
structed personality profiles of nuns, priests, ministers, and applicants to seminar-
ies.12 This research has barely begun to explore the potential of the Rorschach test as 
a method of studying religious experience. Those few studies that have investigated 
the effects of altered states experience or meditation on Rorschach records have uti-
lized inexperienced or naive subjects-Maupin's study ofthe influence of Zen medi-
tation practice on college students, for example, involved subjects with fewer than 
ten hours of meditation practice. 13 
The Rorschach literature, however, contains three remarkable but little-known sets 
of studies of the spiritually advanced. In the 1950s French psychiatrist Frederick 
Spiegelberg administered the Rorschach test to an Indian Vedantic master, Swami 
Sivananda; 14 in the 1960s psychoanalytic anthropologists L. Bryce Boyer and Bruno 
Klopfer and their associates administered the test to Apache shamans and "pseudo-
shamans";15 and in the 1970s and 1980s psychologists Daniel Brown and Jack Engler 
conducted a complex study of advanced Buddhist meditators at different stages of 
progress in the Vi pas sana tradition of mindfulness meditation. Brown and Engler's 
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study differentiated four groups of Western meditators (a beginners' group, a samadhi 
group, an insight group, and an advanced insight group) and a "masters' group" that 
consisted of a single South Asian enlightened master. 16 
The value of these studies of advanced practitioners of spiritual disciplines for 
the sort of psychologia perennis proposed by Forman is immense. Although they 
cannot offer a literal window into the pure consciousness experience, they do offer 
an opportunity for cross-cultural comparison into the cognitive and perceptual 
processes of the religiously and spiritually advanced. In this essay I discuss the 
Rorschach protocols of the swami, the shamans, and the meditators, demonstrat-
ing some remarkable similarities in the Rorschach records of the most advanced 
masters, similarities that may help lift some of the obscurity clouding the debate 
between the decontextualists and the constructivists regarding nonordinary expe-
rience and the processes that produce them. 
Let us examine briefly the rationale and vocabulary of Rorschach test administra-
tion and scoring. Hermann Rorschach discovered in his inkblot test a method of 
measuring the human process of perceiving and creating the world out of the am-
biguous sensory stimuli we constantly confront. His central insight concerned the 
relationship between the structure of perception and the structure of personality: he 
discovered that when exposed to relatively "unstructured or ambiguous materials (we) 
organize and interpret them in a manner characteristic of (our) own personalities and 
perceptions of the world." 17 
In the Rorschach test, the subject is given ten cards, one at a time, and is asked to 
tell the examiner what each card looks like. The cards are ambiguous, symmetrical 
inkblots, some nearly monochromatic, others including colors. The examiner records 
the responses (e.g., "bat," "butterfly," "clouds") and, in a subsequent inquiry, ascer-
tains the perceptual stimulus that produced each response. Later, the "Rorschach test 
record" (the full set of responses to the ten cards) is interpreted according to a stan-
dardized set of perceptual and interpretive scoring categories. While several schools 
of thought have emerged in recent decades regarding the specifics of interpretation, 
all are in general agreement with Rorschach's original method and insights. 18 
Responses are classified under two major headings-location and determinant-
and two minor headings, content and popularity/originality. Location scores (whole, 
detail, or small detail) are a measure of cognitive approach: they describe the area of 
the card chosen in the response and are an indication of style of approach and mental 
ability to organize. Whole responses reveal a capacity to integrate, organize, and see 
relationships between disparate parts, while detail responses indicate practicality and 
a focus on the particular. The sequence of approach (whole to detail or detail to whole) 
indicates how the subject encounters a task or engages a problem. 
The determinant scores classify responses according to four specific perceptual 
properties: form, color, movement, and shading. Form responses measure the ability 
to objectify the visual field into definite patterns and objects; they provide an index 
of ego strength, rationality, and disciplined thinking. Color responses indicate the 
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way one is influenced by one's surroundings and one's emotional state, with high 
color responsivity interpreted as a sign of impulsivity and emotionality. Movement 
responses are characterized by the perception of a form combined with the percep-
tion of motion in the form. These, especially when the content is human (the Human 
Movement response), represent a capacity for inner life, fantasy, and a potential for 
empathy. Finally, the shading, or Chiaroscuro, responses (perceptions, for example, 
involving clouds, darkness, or smoke) are generally interpreted as a sign that the 
subject is at the mercy of the environment, beset by undifferentiated moods or de-
pression. Thus, in these two major interpretive categories, location scores and deter-
minants, the formal elements of perceptual structuring are the primary concern. The 
test provides a measure of how one perceives and what one selects as perceptually 
relevant. 
The other two indices of interpretation turn away from the formal elements of 
perception to examine aspects of the content of the response. Although Rorschach 
was explicit in ascribing to the formal features the primary import in his diagnostic 
method, he acknowledged the subtle significance of content as well. Content and the 
related measure "popularity I originality" provide an understanding of the associative 
process and its social context. Attention to the content of Rorschach responses also 
makes possible a more nuanced interpretation of the formal elements of perception. 
Popularity/originality is a specific measurement applied to the content. This mea-
surement functions as an index of conventionality versus independence of thinking. 
Responses that are given by a statistically high percentage of adults in a culture are 
scored as "popular" responses. "Original" or rare responses are responses of good 
form quality (reasonably "realistic" responses) that are given by a small percentage 
of adults in a culture. Statistical norms for popular and original responses have been 
established by Rorschach researchers for many cultural groups. 19 
These scoring categories expose the perceptual and associative patterns founda-
tional to consciousness. Rorschach argued that the inkblot test made evident the 
nonconscious elements of perception and cognitive experience. All perception, he 
maintained, involved a process of separating a total visual field into distinct percepts: 
encountering sense data, selecting particular elements of the data as relevant, elimi-
nating other elements as irrelevant, and selecting an associative or verbal label. 
Rorschach Test Records of Swamis, Meditators, and Shamans 
First, a word about terminology: while Forman's interest is in "the mystic," I hesi-
tate to call the subjects of these studies "mystics." Each is an advanced practitioner 
of his or her culture's tradition of religious discipline; each is an adept in non ordinary 
states of consciousness; and each might be called a spiritual master. The term "mys-
tic" would clearly be inappropriate for the shaman; the Buddhist meditators and the 
Hindu Swami would not call themselves mystics. Thus, I use the term "spiritual 
master" rather than mystic. Brown and Engler refer to their most advanced subject, 
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an enlightened South Asian woman, as "the master" or as "the single subject in the 
masters' group." Since my term "spiritual masters" is broader than Brown and 
Engler's "masters' group," I refer to their most advanced subject as the "enlightened 
master" to differentiate her from the other advanced Buddhist meditators who have 
achieved varying degrees of "mastery." In addition, I generally refer to "non ordinary 
experience" rather than to "mystical experience." 
What does the Rorschach test indicate about the perceptual patterns or cognitive 
styles of spiritual masters? If the nonconscious components of perception and cog-
nition are revealed through the Rorschach test, and if the deconstruction of percep-
tual categories constitutes nonordinary consciousness, then Rorschach test records 
of those deeply involved in a spiritual tradition should reveal some important com-
monalties. I show that this is precisely the case. 
In specific responses the Rorschach test records of the spiritual masters differed 
considerably: there was clearly no universalism of content. Location scores and de-
terminants as well showed a great deal of variation. The masters, in other words, did 
not see the same shapes and images in the Rorschach cards. However, notable paral-
lels emerge in three particular areas. First, the responses reflect major cultural or 
religious tenets, rather than individual psychological concerns; in other words, the 
content is "impersonal" or "culturally embedded" to a degree never recorded in pre-
vious Rorschach literature. Second, the masters' test records share an "integrative" 
approach in which all the inkblot cards are thematically and systematically related to 
each other in a comprehensive whole. Third, the test records reveal a common clus-
ter of determinants, a grouping I call the "vague and slippery determinant cluster": 
the masters' records share high shading responsivity, high amorphous form 
responsivity, and high inanimate movement responsivity. 
These three common features of the masters' test records are quite unusual. The 
integrative style and the culturally embedded content of the responses are virtually 
unknown in the Rorschach literature, and the elements of the determinant cluster are 
generally interpreted as an indication of psychopathology. Let us examine these 
commonalties and the interpretive problems they raise. 
Culturally Embedded or Impersonal Content 
In the Rorschach cards each spiritual master saw representations of the doctrinal truths 
of the Apache, Vedantic, orB uddhist doctrines of his or her spiritual tradition. They 
either did not offer the "personal" responses normally expected in the Rorschach test 
or their "personal" responses were embedded in a "cultural" meaning or content. The 
Apache shaman Black Eyes gave responses involving traveling stars, the powers of 
nature, the energy of lightning, and the sequence of seasonal change on earth as per-
ceived from above-all elements of his spiritual practice and discipline, especially 
his ecstatic journeys through space.20 Swami Sivananda perceived symbolic repre-
sentations of the unity that underlies all diversity, the union of the erotic and divine 
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forces Shiva and Shakti, and the rising of the sun of knowledge behind the clouds 
and shadows of ignorance-central tenets of the Vedantic tradition. The Buddhist 
enlightened master saw human and animal forms that represent the causes of suffer-
ing; black shapes depicting the entrapment of the human mind in envy, disease, sor-
row, and hatred; and temples associated with the freedom of the mind from attach-
ments. Each of these represented teachings central to her Vipassana tradition.21 
The spiritual masters' responses to Cards V and VI provide dramatic examples of 
this cultural embeddedness of content. The Apache shaman Black Eyes gave the 
following response to Card V: 
Well, this one, he travels with no star. Jus' a refleck from daybreak. This is a female. 
See daybreak is jus' comin' in there. Refleck from the rock bluffs. Female of the 
thunderwinds. It looks like a bat, but it's not a bat. This is a fas' travelin' jus' like a 
high wind. You could almos' see the reflection, travel on the Eastern States, way up 
close to Canada. That cloud is too wide. It covers the star there. This black here, cover 
the mornin' star. But it don't show.22 
Swami Sivananda responded to the same card with the following: 
I like this design because it describes very accurately the practice of Radja Yoga. Look 
at this bat. It is a bird, and also a mammal. It has extended its wings and has taken the 
role of a bird. The alert ears and the nose like a searcher indicate that the bird is on 
wings searching for something. Like this creature, humanity has a subordinate nature 
and a dominant nature. The lower is animal nature and the higher, we say, is divine or 
human. The lower holds his feet firmly planted on the ground, so he is glued to worldly 
things. As long as he is concerned with his progeny, his country, and keeps his feet 
firmly planted on the ground, as long as he is stuck in worldly affairs, he will forget 
that he possesses wings. The movement which he releases with his wings (viveka or 
discrimination, and vairagya or nonattachment for the world ... ) makes his ears lift 
up with alertness and makes him eager to hear the truth and to pursue the quest for 
knowledge. He goes beyond the earth. He transcends his inferior nature and flies away 
as divine or as human, to realize, finally, the will of the soul. 23 
The enlightened Buddhist master saw in Card V the ignorance and craving of the 
mind and the causes of human suffering. She went on in Card VI to describe how the 
mind can be used to gain liberation: "A pillar. It has taken the form of truth. This 
pillar reminds me of a process of getting at or discovering the human mind. Inside 
there is envy, disease, sorrow, and hatred in the form of black shapes. After con-
quering truth the mind has become clean and white."24 
These are unusual and striking responses, quite different from the responses found 
in typical Rorschach test reports. The masters were enmeshed in their spiritual tradi-
tions to such a degree that inner life became indistinguishable from the spiritual teach-
ings. Even their preconscious perceptual selections were congruent with their cul-
tural traditions. The embeddedness of these Rorschach responses must not be 
misinterpreted as cultural shaping of individual responses within a standard expect-
able range. All Rorschach records contain, of course culturally influenced responses. 
Social structure, language, geography, and culture influence the content of Rorschach 
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responses, making some responses unusual for one group but common in another. 
Norms for all the scoring categories, established for many regions, nations, and cul-
tures, are readjusted periodically.25 While the Rorschach can be used to measure broad 
variations among cultures, it is most often used to measure individual differences 
within cultures. Given a base level of groundedness in cultural norms, most responses, 
no matter what the cultural context, reflect the particulars of the individual's person-
ality. Such factors as gender, age, education, intelligence, health, adaptability, and 
inner conflict influence the style of perception and response. Such individual fac-
tors, however, are virtually absent from the records of these spiritual masters, creat-
ing test records that stand out as anomalous and differ dramatically, not only from 
American and European records, but also from Native American, Asian, and South 
Asian records. 
I think we can differentiate three types of cultural embeddedness in these records. 
In the first type, individual perceptions are expressed but are immediately connected 
to cultural and spiritual meaning systems. This is the case with the shaman's response 
of "bat" on Card V, which, as noted, "looks like a bat" but is not a bat. Instead, it's 
"fas' travelin' jus' like a high wind." In the second type, elements of the card that 
appear to reflect cultural teachings are selected as a primary percept: the masters 
perceptually select and organize into responses those stimuli that are congruent with 
aspects of their spiritual traditions. Illustrative of this type of response is Swami 
Si vananda' s view of the bilateral symmetry of Card V as a representation of unity in 
duality. In the third type, responses reveal the virtual disappearance of individual 
perceptions: Brown and Engler found individual responses entirely absent from the 
Buddhist master's record and argued for an "impersonal" style of response, a response 
style entirely consistent with the Buddhist doctrine of no-self. Intrapsychic structure, 
they argue, "has undergone a radical enduring reorganization .... There may be no 
endopsychic structure in the sense of permanently opposed drives and controls."26 
Other examples of this cultural embeddedness abound in the test records. In Swami 
Sivananda' s record, aspects of the inkblot consistent with Vedantic teachings became 
the primary focus: for example, the symmetry of Card VIII reflected the duality of 
the world of appearances and the ultimate unity of true reality: 
Beyond the colors is the Self from which the colors are emanated. The card has two of 
each color to show that creation is based on defined laws, that the picture has its own 
soul in its symmetry, and that creation is supported by the pairs of opposites: good, 
bad, hot, cold, pleasure, pain, etc.27 
The paucity of personal responses and the preponderance of cultural responses in 
these records raise two provocative questions. First, do these cultural responses rep-
resent a stereotyped social conventionali~y or an impoverished inner life, devoid of 
intellectual or emotional richness? Second, might these responses represent a patho-
logical disintegration of the ego? The answer to these questions lies in a "contex-
tual" approach to the material. The test records must be interpreted in the context of 
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both other records from the same culture and the subject's entire set of responses to 
the ten cards. 
The popular/original index of the Rorschach test provides a way of answering the 
first question regarding conventionality. A record in which "popular" responses pre-
dominate might also be considered "culturally embedded," but the responses would 
be stereotyped or conventional. These masters' test records, however, do not repre-
sent "popular," socially stereotyped, or impoverished records. An informal compari-
son of these test records with test records of others from the same cultures shows the 
richness of the masters' responses. Many of the responses may, in fact, be "origi-
nal"-good "form responses" that are statistically rare. 
Just one example from the Rorschach literature can vividly demonstrate the fact 
that these culturally embedded responses are far from stereotyped. Klopfer, Boyer, 
and their associates contrasted the Rorschach records of Apache shamans with "non-
shaman" and "pseudoshaman" members of the Mescalero culture. In the Mescalero 
Apache society, the "true" shamans were believed to have supernatural powers: they 
were widely acclaimed as the possessors of the power to heal and the power to con-
trol the weather, and they were said to live and travel both in the world of the spirits 
and in the world of humans. Boyer and his colleagues defined "pseudoshamans" either 
as those who claimed to possess supernatural powers but were not acknowledged as 
shamanic healers by other members of the society or as those to whom such powers 
were attributed but who denied possessing them. The nonshaman group consisted of 
other members of the Mescalero Apache society. The study found that, in contrast to 
both the pseudoshamans and the nonshamans, "the shamans have a way of handling 
objective data with keener awareness of peculiarities and more selective theoretical 
interest."28 Shamans were also found to be capable of using "regression in the ser-
vice of the ego"-a capacity to revert temporarily to earlier forms of thought or 
behavior in order to make possible a renewed progression or recovery-and to have 
a greater creative potential, while pseudoshamans, as a group, had impoverished 
personalities and a lesser capacity for creative regression. Thus, the shaman's re-
sponses are creative and unconventional in comparison with the responses of others 
of their culture-although, paradoxically, the responses are, at the same time, 
impersonal or culturally embedded. Responses of the shamans, in other words, stand 
out from their own Apache culture in comparison with those of both nonshamans 
and pseudoshamans. 
The second question-might these records be indicative of pathology-can be 
answered negatively as well: this culturally embedded style is not a result of ego 
disintegration or psychosis. The Rorschach record of the master looks entirely dif-
ferent from the record of a psychotic: psychotic records typically contain idiosyn-
cratic, aggressive, and violent associations. The study of Apache shamans, non-
shamans, and pseudoshamans addresses this question directly, concluding that the 
shamans "were not autocultural psychological deviants who had resolved serious psy-
chopathological conditions ... (such as) schizophrenic illnesses, through assump-
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tion of the shamanistic role .... The shamans as a group had a high degree of reality-
testing potential."29 
Thus, the contextual approach affirms that the masters' culturally embedded re-
sponses are not reflective of cultural stereotypes, mental impoverishment, psycho-
pathology, or ego disintegration. Rather, the culturally defined content of the mas-
ters' responses indicates that individual perceptions and associations are embedded 
in cultural teachings: individual identity is subsumed by spiritual/cultural identity to 
a far greater degree than the typical cultural shaping of individual consciousness. 
This feature of the Rorschach suggests that devoting one's life to a spiritual path, 
focusing constantly on spiritual goals, and being continuously engaged in the spiri-
tual practice have a powerful effect on perception and personality. Individual per-
ceptions take on the cultural content of the teachings; personal identity merges with 
social role to an unprecedented degree. In the masters' responses, as Buddhist stu-
dents sometimes say respectfully about enlightened teachers, "There's no one there!" 
Integrative Style 
In addition to this culturally embedded content, the masters exhibited a highly 
unusual integrative style, weaving their responses to all ten cards into a compre-
hensive, systematic, and sequential whole. Standard Rorschach test scoring proce-
dure has no category for this degree of integration and organization, but I believe it 
is related to the organizational activity Rorschach measured by means of the whole 
response in his location scores. As noted earlier, the "whole response" represented 
for Rorschach the capacity to analyze percepts into parts and to integrate them into 
meaningful wholes; thus, it revealed analytic-synthetic abilities and the capacity for 
abstraction and generalization. Rorschach himself recognized that there were differ-
ent kinds of whole responses, differentiated by the degree of organization and the 
complexity of the response. Subsequent Rorschach theorists have developed addi-
tional ways of measuring this capacity, including "organization scores" and "incor-
poration responses."30 However, these indices of organization and integration mea-
sure perceptual skills within individual cards. The masters' organization scores are, 
in a sense, "off the charts": they integrate all ten cards into a systematic whole in a 
radical extension of the perceptual and organizational components of the whole 
response. 
This integrative style in the masters' records is characterized by a systematic and 
sequential approach and by a didactic focus on the central teachings of the tradition. 
One would almost believe that the masters had been given the Rorschach cards in 
advance with the request that each prepare a lecture on his or her spiritual tradition 
based on the sequence and the imagery of the cards. For the enlightened Buddhist 
master, for example, the Rorschach test situation became an opportunity for a coher-
ent spiritual discourse or "dharma talk." She used the Rorschach test situation to 
describe the causes of suffering and the way to alleviate suffering through spiritual 
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practice based on nonattachment, closely following the traditional Buddhist teach-
ings regarding the Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path. Brown and Engler 
describe portions of her test record: 
Card I sets the stage with four images of humans and beasts in their everyday life of 
suffering. Card II depicts a picture of the mind in its angered state, and Card III depicts 
the creatures of hell, the hellish stage of mind produced by anger in this life or the 
plane on which an angry person is believed to take birth in a future life, both in accor-
dance with the Buddhist teachings on karmic action based on hatred. Cards IV-V de-
pict the ignorance and craving of the mind, believed to be the two root causes of suf-
fering in Buddhist psychology .... The remainder of the cards depict the enjoyment of 
the perfected practice as well as the consequences of practice that is not perfected.31 
Similarly, Swami Sivananda created a coherent sequence that portrayed the stages 
of the spiritual path from a Vedantic perspective. Cards I and II showed devotees of 
the Lord at worship; Card III portrayed the removal of attachments and desires as 
one progresses in spiritual practice; Card IV depicted the three elements of ultimate 
reality experienced by the practitioner and the unity underlying the apparent duality 
of spirit and matter. Card V showed the lower and higher natures of mankind and the 
nonattachment possible through the practice of Yoga; Card VI portrayed the sym-
bolism of the union of spirit and matter in the Shiva Linga cult, and Cards VII to X 
depicted various aspects of Atman, the soul, Brahman, the ultimate source of all re-
ality, and Avidya, the darkness or ignorance that hides the truth. Thus, Swami 
Sivananda' s record offered an organized set of instructions in the doctrine and prac-
tice, proceeding from worship to spiritual practice to ultimate reality and the monis-
tic source of all things. 
The shaman's record also contains a sequential, comprehensive approach toward 
cultural teachings. Black Eyes' responses created a description and history of the 
spiritual reality of the shaman's world. He began with "the old time" when there were 
"enemies in the clouds"; he shifted in the early cards to a description of the most 
prominent elements of his shamanic experience (traveling stars, seasonal changes, 
and views of the earth from far above); and he concluded with descriptions of the 
vital forces of movement and life (wind, lightning, and water). More specifically, 
Cards I-IV, for Black Eyes, depicted the traveling stars of summer and autumn (I); 
the view of Alaska from high above the earth during the early spring (II); traveling 
stars in the early fall when crops are maturing (III); and the view downward toward 
the earth in late spring (IV). The dynamic forces underlying all movement and life 
appeared in Cards V-X. Cards V-VIII showed the "fast-traveling thunderwinds" and 
the power of lightning "going straight to the earth"; Card IX showed thunder over 
the crops in late fall "giving them life, giving life again to go on through the winter"; 
and Card X showed a land underneath the water and a purposeful shaking of water 
directed by an unseen androgynous "water boss." What emerges is a coherent and 
sequential progression of spiritual perspective from the "old times" to the star trav-
els to the elements of the cosmos to the life force that underlies the cycles of nature. 
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For each of these spiritual masters, then, taking the Rorschach test became an 
opportunity to function didactically as a teacher of spiritual realities and soterio-
logically as a proponent of the highest truth. The integrative, sequential quality of 
these Rorschach records represents a considerable accomplishment. Against the varied 
stimulus-pull of the diverse cards, the masters succeeded at integrating all ten cards 
into a single body of teaching in an orderly and systematic way, without significant 
departures from reality testing. 32 The shaman communicated his ecstatic flights 
through space; the Swami taught the essential elements of Vedantic doctrine; and 
the enlightened Buddhist master related her knowledge and experience of the means 
to end suffering. The integrative and unitive styles reveal the masters' remarkable 
intellectual capacities; the presentations of cultural/spiritual truths support the 
earlier suggestion that individual perceptions seem to disappear as individual iden-
tity is subsumed by spiritual identity, while the didactic style demonstrates a deep 
embeddedness in the therapeutic and salvific role of master. 
Again, it is necessary to raise the interpretive question regarding pathology: Can 
these integrative records be distinguished from symptomatic and pathological 
Rorschach records wherein one might also find the ten cards related to a single theme? 
The record of a delusional paranoid schizophrenic or an obsessive with fixated re-
sponses, for example, might show a single-pointed focus. There are several differ-
ences, however, in the types of records one would find in these cases. Again, a con-
textual approach clarifies the issues. First, the highly unique, idiosyncratic, and 
personalized nature of paranoid delusion or obsessional fixation contrasts sharply 
with the impersonal, culturally embedded, systematic presentation of a consensual 
body of teaching established by a tradition. Second, as Brown and Engler note, the 
decision to use the testing situation as an occasion to teach stands in stark contrast to 
the guardedness and constrictedness of a paranoid record.33 Third, the spiritual mas-
ters' associations are consistent and integrated across all ten cards, rather than being 
loosely related from card to card. Finally, the responses show good form quality: 
percepts are quite realistic. We can conclude that the integrative quality of these 
records thus does not represent a defensive, obsessive, fixated, or perseverative cling-
ing to fixed concepts. 
The Vague and Slippery Determinant Cluster 
Although the major scoring determinants (movement, form, and color) in the test 
reports of the masters showed no uniformity in the masters' Rorschachs, these unique 
records share high responsivity to the particular cluster of determinants I have called 
"vague and slippery." This includes shading responses, inanimate movement re-
sponses, and amorphously perceived form responses. These are particularly prob-
lematic findings, because in standard Rorschach diagnosis they are clear signs of 
pathology. 
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Shading can involve the perception of diffuse cloudiness, the perception of dark-
ness in the card, or the perception of discrete nuances of shading. Although theo-
rists debate the scoring and interpretation of shading, it is generally seen as an index 
of the sense of being engulfed by nothingness, the sense of groundlessness, or the 
sense of being lost in a world that has no discernible organization. Such responses 
are usually interpreted as a sign of depression, character disorder, feelings of infe-
riority, or vague anxiety. They are "more frequent in neurotics than in normals and 
still more frequent in psychopaths ... [and] they are always connected with cen-
tral feeling tones, mostly of a dysphoric nature."34 In addition, these responses often 
involve a tendency toward inadequate mood control. The closely related "vague 
or amorphously perceived form response" is a sign of lack of integrative ability, a 
noncommittal hold on reality, and weak mental processes.35 The Rorschach litera-
ture thus views the shading and amorphous form responses perceptually as the 
experience of loss of boundaries, groundlessness, and constant change, emotion-
ally as a manifestation of diffuse anxiety, and diagnostically as signs of depres-
sion and weak reality contact. 36 
Typical examples of shading responses to the Rorschach cards are dark clouds or 
shadows, and such responses were frequent in the masters' records. The most com-
mon form of shading among the masters was the perception of diffuse cloudiness. 
Black Eyes' record contained seven shading responses and four (related) achromatic 
color responses. These included clouds, reflections of light on clouds, and darkness. 
Some Rorschach theorists such as Samuel Beck also score three-dimensionality and 
"bird' s-eye views" of landscapes or maps as shading responses. 37 In Beck's system, 
Black Eyes would have had additional shading responses in Cards II, IV, and V. No 
matter which scoring system is used, Black Eyes' record reveals very high shading 
responsivity in comparison with Rorschach test norms. Swami Sivananda's record 
contains three dramatic shading responses. These include Card VI, "light hidden in 
darkness, truth buried in false appearances"; Card VII, "Atman hidden under appar-
ent darkness surrounded by mold"; and Card IX, "rising of the sun of knowledge 
behind the clouds and shadows of ignorance." Similarly, the Rorschach record of 
the Buddhist master showed "considerable reliance on shading responses and vague 
and amorphously perceived form."38 Notably, these features were also present in the 
Rorschach test records of the "samadhi group" in Brown and Engler's study. 
In addition to high shading responsivity, the masters' records revealed a tendency 
toward inanimate movement responsivity. The inanimate movement response is 
characterized by a perception of movement in an object in the inkblot. This is differ-
entiated from human or animal movement and is generally interpreted as "infantile 
intrapsychic tension" or "hostile and uncontrollable impulses. "39 This percept was 
evident in very high incidence in Black Eyes' record and in Brown and Engler's 
"advanced insight group" of Western-born students of mindfulness meditation who 
had attained the first stage of enlightenment.40 
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The Rorschach records of the "advanced insight group" of meditators, otherwise 
"mundane," showed an extraordinarily high use of inanimate movement responses, 
alone and in conjunction with color and shading. Brown and Engler note: "10-20% 
of the total responses were inanimate movement responses for each of the four sub-
jects. No subject's record contained less than a raw count of eight such responses."41 
Typical responses involved content related to energy in motion, such as this response 
to Card X: 
Sort of like just energy and like molecules ... something like the energy of molecules. 
Very much like a microscopic view .... In some way there are more patterns of 
energy .... There are different energies in the different colors. It looks like it's a view 
into the body where there's energy, there's movement, but it's steady because it's guided 
by a life force. There is a rising and passing away of these different elements.42 
This determinant is also present in Swami Sivananda' s record, notably in Card X: 
"All these have left the One. There is something beyond. On this side, across from a 
trunk, or a shadowy passageway ... diverse objects are falling. Some large, some 
small, some with many limbs, others with none, with various nuances and forms."43 
Similarly, Black Eyes' "traveling stars" are an excellent example of this response, as 
are his "lightning power" and "shaking water." 
How can the preponderance of shading, inanimate movement, and amorphous form 
in these records be interpreted? Are these masters depressed, anxious, or unable to 
control their moods, as the high incidence of shading would indicate? Do they have 
a weak hold on reality, as the high incidence of amorphous form would indicate? 
Are they beset by hostile and uncontrollable urges, as the inanimate movement re-
sponses indicate? Klopfer and Boyer raise this question pointedly in relation to Black 
Eyes: 
One of the most damaging aspects of ... (Black Eyes') record is the prevalence of 
undifferentiated shading and the inanimate or magic motion throughout the ten cards . 
. . . The best possible explanation in the given cultural setting for this combination of 
the deep anxiety connected with the strong and totally unrefined impulsive sensuous 
reaction, and the identification with the erratic wanderings of the traveling stars, seems 
to lie in the assumption that he identified his urges with his magic mandate, but is very 
careful, at the same time, to avoid any ego responsibility for his actions.44 
Thus, a traditional diagnosis-even from interpreters as sympathetic as Klopfer 
and Boyer-views Black Eyes' record as pathological. I suggest, however, that in a 
spiritual rather than a psychological context, the shading responses, the amorphous 
form responses, and the inanimate movement responses should be interpreted dif-
ferently. The perception of shadows, vague shapes, or moving fields of energy is not 
anomalous or pathological for a spiritual adept accustomed to the sense of reality as 
impermanent and in constant flux, the blurring of self-environment boundaries, and 
the sense of nothingness or groundlessness. These are experiences often attributed 
to mystical states, meditative states, or other altered states of consciousness. Bud-
dhist teachings, in fact, are remarkably congruent with the experiential elements of 
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this shared determinant cluster. The constant flux of reality is consistent with the 
Buddhist teaching of impermanence (anicca), the constant change inherent in every 
aspect of the finite world. The blurring of self-environment boundaries, characteris-
tic of shading percepts, parallels the Buddhist teaching of anatta, the lack of intrin-
sic durable nature of the self. Furthermore, the perceptual experience of nothingness 
in the shading response echoes the Buddhist view of Nirvana-nothingness, or the 
void. 
Brown and Engler interpret the vague and slippery determinant cluster in the 
meditators as indications of the achievement of specific levels of meditative progress. 
In their view, inanimate movement in association with shading is a specific predic-
tor of having achieved "access samadhi,"45 while the inanimate movement responses, 
emphasizing the relationship of form, energy, and space as life forces, are predictors · 
of having achieved the first level of enlightenment in "advanced insight."46 They 
might suggest that the shaman and the swami had achieved, through their own spiri-
tual practices, the equivalent of the "samadhi" or "insight" levels of advancement. I 
think, however, that the experience of "perceptual deautomatization" in non ordinary 
consciousness itself is a more parsimonious-and cross-culturally applicable-way 
of explaining these patterns. 
The notion of perceptual "automatization" and "deautomatization" was developed 
by A. Deikman in the 1960s in an attempt to understand ordinary and nonordinary 
or altered states of consciousness.47 "Automatization" in Deikman's theory is the 
mental process basic to human consciousness whereby the repeated exercise of an 
action or a perception results in the disappearance from consciousness of its inter-
mediate steps. In other words, we are not consciously aware of the perceptual pro-
cess of encountering an ambiguous stimulus, selecting certain features to attend to, 
ignoring other features, and providing a verbal label. All of these elements contrib-
ute to every perception, but the process is "automatized." "Deautomatization" is the 
undoing of automatization by reinvesting actions and percepts with attention, lead-
ing to the breakdown of the psychological structures that organize, limit, select, and 
interpret perceptual stimuli. 
According to Deikman, concentrative meditation is a primary method of attending 
to and deautomatizing the process of perception. He has suggested that deautoma-
tization is the primary component of all mystical and meditative experience: "Train-
ing in contemplative meditation leads to the building of intrapsychic barriers against 
distracting stimuli .... The phenomena described in mystic accounts can be regarded 
as the consequence of a partial deautomatization of the psychic structures that orga-
nize and interpret perceptual stimuli. "48 
In ordinary perception, we select from ambiguous sense data the more stable, firm, 
clear, or rigid perceptual stimuli. Those who are accustomed to nonordinary states 
of consciousness, however, are able to perceive the unstable, infirm, unclear, and 
nonrigid. In the literature we've examined, the masters' achievement of meditative, 
contemplative, or ecstatic states of consciousness has provided them with expertise 
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in breaking down ordinary perceptual patterns-an expertise that is evident in the 
Rorschach records. 
The Buddhist meditators and the Swami are participants in spiritual traditions that 
engage the deautomatization of normal perceptual processes. Vedantic meditative 
practice is a classic example of a concentrative approach, while the Vipassana groups 
are practitioners of a mindfulness meditation system that emphasizes both concen-
trative meditation and "insight" (bare awareness of all mental processes). The 
"samadhi group" of Buddhist meditators, the group that shows the greatest evidence 
of perceptual deautomatization, is the group that is most diligently practicing con-
centration. Meditation in both its concentrative and its insight-oriented forms radi-
cally slows perceptual processing of stimuli and deconstructs cognitive structures. 
The shaman's altered state experience, on the other hand, is clearly not meditative or 
concentrative. Rather, as the work of Eliade and Fisher suggests, shamanic ecstasy 
is akin to the rapid cognitive processing characteristic of hallucinogenic states.49 
Regardless of the source of the deautomatization or the degree of doctrinal and di-
dactic elaboration on deautomatization, however, the result is a breakdown of ordi-
nary perceptual processing. In Rorschach terms, this breakdown results in a predomi-
nance of shading responses, inanimate movement responses, and amorphous form 
responses. Thus, the deautomatization of ordinary perceptual structures appears on 
the Rorschach test in the vague and slippery determinant cluster and is indicative of 
a predictable and regular pattern among spiritual masters. 
If these responses are an indication of spiritual progress, why are they understood 
as an indication of pathology in the psychodiagnostic literature? Shading does pro-
vide, in all contexts, an index of the perception of reality as changing and without 
boundaries. This is an appropriate experience for a practitioner of altered states but 
an inappropriate or frightening experience for those attached to the firmness and sta-
bility of reality in normal waking consciousness. The percepts that reveal anxiety in 
the Rorschach record of the ordinary subject instead reveal toleration of ambiguity 
and expertise in the spiritual realm in the Rorschach record of the master. 
Thus, although the clearest theological and theoretical reflection of this experi-
ence occurs in the Buddhist literature, it is not foreign to the Apache and the Vedantic 
traditions. Shading, amorphous form, and inanimate movement may be valid indi-
cators of the awareness of subtle internal and external nuances in stimuli that is a 
result of disciplined exploration of altered states of consciousness.50 I would predict 
a high correlation of this determinant cluster with advanced spiritual practice in any 
tradition involving mystical, contemplative, or altered-states experiences. 
Conclusions 
I've argued that three dramatic cross-cultural similarities emerge in the Rorschach 
tests of the spiritual masters. First, the Rorschach responses of the spiritual masters 
are "impersonal" or "culturally embedded" to a degree far greater than one would 
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expect from previously established Rorschach norms. Second, the masters integrated 
their responses to all ten cards into a systematic, coherent whole. Third, the masters 
perceived a great deal of shading, amorphous form, and inanimate movement in the 
Rorschach test. 
These cross-cultural similarities raise several interpretive problems. A prelimi-
nary problem, as I've noted, involves the question of diagnosis: Do these Rorschach 
records indicate spiritual progress or mental pathology? I've shown that the "imper-
sonal'' response might be misinterpreted as impoverished; the "integrated" responses 
might appear fixated; and the "vague" determinant cluster might appear to be signs 
of depression. I've argued, however, that when the context of the entire record and 
the norms within a culture are taken into consideration, the responses stand out as 
nonpathological. 
A second major interpretive question raised by this material returns us to the 
Forman thesis with which we began this discussion. Do the Rorschach records of 
spiritual masters contribute to the cross-cultural psychological study of non ordinary 
consciousness proposed by Forman in his call for a psychologia perennis? To my 
mind, there's no question that these Rorschach studies offer a valuable paradigm for 
a cross-cultural psychology of religious experience. While psychological inquiries 
into religious experience have a century-long history, much of the research on reli-
gious experience remains fairly superficial. Typically, researchers have attempted 
to create or elicit religious experiences in experimental subjects through sensory 
deprivation, drugs, ordeals in nature, or suggestion.51 Predictably, such studies fail 
to uncover deeper cognitive or perceptual patterns related to long-term religious 
experience. Forman's proposal represents a significant shift from this earlier approach. 
His call for a psychologia perennis-which I would prefer to rephrase as a call for 
an investigation of the psychology of spiritual mastery-is well met by the Rorschach 
studies discussed here, studies that explore perception and cognition in the spiritu-
ally advanced. As I've shown, an analysis of these Rorschach studies reveals impor-
tant commonalities. "Impersonal" responses indicate that the masters are, in a sense, 
embodiments or carriers of their spiritual traditions; "integrative" responses suggest 
that the masters utilized the Rorschach test as an opportunity to communicate the 
essential truths of their tradition; and "vague and slippery" responses indicate a 
mastery of nuance and a familiarity with nonordinary states of consciousness devel-
oped through perceptual deautomatization. 
The Rorschach literature thus confirms the first two of Forman's four central the-
ses: there is indeed a difference between ordinary and nonordinary consciousness, 
and transformational processes like meditation and shamanic training can enact a shift 
from ordinary to nonordinary consciousness. That shift is visible in the Rorschach 
test records we've examined. But what of Forman's third and fourth theses-that the 
transformational power of meditation lies in its ability to strip away learned cultural 
and linguistic categories, exposing an innate capacity for pure consciousness that 
is cross-culturally and historically stable? Can the similarities we've seen in the 
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Rorschach records of spiritual masters be interpreted as evidence of a stripping away 
of learned cultural and linguistic categories and of an innate capacity for pure con-
sciousness? Brown and Engler would support Forman's thesis. Posing the questions 
"Does the yogi ... 'really' reduce thinking and perceptual processes during concen-
tration practice?" and "Does he 'really' become aware of the most subtle workings 
of his mind and the universe during insight practice?" they answer yes. They demon-
strate remarkable congruities between Rorschach records at various stages of advance-
ment and Buddhist teachings about the stages of the path toward enlightenment, 
arguing that "more complex thinking and perceptual processes are deconstructed dur-
ing meditation" and that the Rorschach records of meditators at different stages ex-
pose this gradual deconstruction of perception. 52 In their view, the Rorschach records 
validate the truth claims of Buddhist doctrine and practice: they would affirm 
Forman's view that spiritual practice gradually removes the perceptual veils that 
obscure pure awareness. 
I am hesitant, however, to support this interpretation of the Rorschach material. 
My reading of the Rorschachs from the swami, the meditators, and the shaman is 
somewhat different. I see the similarities in the masters' Rorschach records as evi-
dence of the two interrelated factors I've described-a perceptual deautomatization 
of consciousness resulting from expertise in non ordinary states of consciousness; and 
a didactic, salvific, or healing stance developed in response to the demands of the 
social role of shaman, teacher, or master. The vague and slippery determinant clus-
ter illustrates most vividly the effects of perceptual deautomatization, while the im-
personal and integrative response styles exemplify the pedagogical and soteriological 
stance of the masters' style. Let me explain the implications of these two factors for 
an assessment of Forman's thesis by returning to the debate Forman described be-
tween the decontextualists and the constructivists regarding the relationship between 
spiritual practice and nonordinary experience. 
As Forman noted, decontextualists and constructivists disagree about the relation-
ship between meditation and mysticism or other non ordinary states of consciousness. 
While both groups acknowledge that practice of meditation or other transformative 
techniques can lead to mystical experience, the constructivist sees the practice as a 
learned tradition within a particular religious/cultural context that produces, creates, 
or "constructs" a certain mystical effect, whereas the decontextualist sees the prac-
tice as a process of escaping from or eliminating cultural constructs to expose an 
authentic core of consciousness through an unlearning, deconstructing, or "forget-
ting" of cultural categories. 53 Those cultural categories, in the decontextualist view, 
may allow us to function efficiently within the social realm of human interactions in 
ordinary consciousness, but they obstruct access to an innate capacity to be aware of 
awareness itself. Thus, according to the decontextualists, spiritual practice gradu-
ally removes the cultural and perceptual veils that obscure pure consciousness; ac-
cording to the constructivists, spiritual practice, rather than lifting veils, creates and 
constructs religious experience. 
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Can this debate be resolved? Is it possible to differentiate innate elements from 
learned elements in religious experience? Can these Rorschach records shed light on 
the controversy that divides the decontextualists from the constructivists, lifting the 
veils that obscure the nature of nonordinary consciousness itself? Seeking to resolve 
this question by controlling for the effects of culture, teaching, and doctrine, Brown 
and Engler gathered a set of "control" Rorschachs from a group that was familiar 
with the Buddhist teachings but did not practice intensive meditation. 54 This was the 
staff at the site of their "Three-Month Study." This group listened to lectures with 
the meditators and embraced the teachings but, unlike the meditators, did not prac-
tice sixteen hours of daily meditation. As Brown and Engler predicted, the staff did 
not show the dramatic Rorschach results evident among the meditators. They con-
cluded that the Rorschach results are an effect of meditative practice itself. I concur 
with their conclusion. 
The fact that intense meditation results in perceptual changes, however, does not 
prove that meditation strips away culturally learned perceptual categories, leaving 
an innate capacity for awareness itself--even though the religious teachings may claim 
to be doing exactly that. 55 Indeed, members of Brown and Engler's "advanced in-
sight group," who were not practicing intensive meditation at the time of testing, 
showed very few unusual effects in their Rorschach records. Although Brown and 
Engler see this as a confirmation of the Buddhist teaching that after first-level en-
lightenment one regains normal consciousness or "retains his ordinary rnind,"56 this 
seems to me an indication that the Rorschach effects were directly derived from the 
(presence or absence of) intensive meditation practice: the vivid effects of the medi-
tating groups were caused by the perceptual deautomatization created through the 
meditative practice; the paucity of effects of the members of the "advanced insight 
group" was caused by the fact that they were not, at the time, involved in intense 
meditation practice. In other words, while the perceptual deautomatization of spiri-
tual practice may create the perceptual changes characteristic of nonordinary con-
sciousness, the question of the stripping away of learned structures and the question 
of the "innateness" of the nonordinary awareness remain unanswered. 
I think that the Rorschach literature sounds a cautionary note. Rather than unam-
biguously supporting either the decontextualists or the constructivists, it points, in 
my view, toward the necessity of acknowledging both innate elements and cultural 
elements in nonordinary experience. The Rorschach studies we examined do not 
actually differentiate-and perhaps cannot differentiate-between "innate capaci-
ties" and culturally shaped experiences, nor can they prove a gradual unveiling of 
pure awareness through spiritual practice. 
We must acknowledge that all human expressions are in some way created or 
shaped by language and culture: all human products, communications, texts, and 
behaviors are culturally and linguistically situated. At the same time, there are in-
nate, universal aspects of the human experience: biological and physiological struc-
tures, perceptual capacities, capacities for ordinary and nonordinary experiences, and 
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a realm we haven't discussed here, the realm of unconscious fantasy and desire, the 
territory Freud devoted his life to charting. Indeed, even such radical constructivists 
as deconstructionist philosopher Jacques Derrida or social historian Michel Foucault, 
I think, would agree that the capacity to be shaped by language and culture is univer-
sal and in some way innate in humans. Historian of religions Catherine Bell articu-
lates with clarity the impact of this paradox for the field of religious studies: "For 
many scholars who work closely with religious data of one sort or another, there is 
little confidence in any universal religious dimension, whether it be psychological, 
sociological, or metaphysical. Yet neither does it seem obvious that there are no 
commonalties and that what we want to talk about as 'religion' is in fact a matter of 
fundamental cultural differences."57 
In support of the decontextualist thesis, we can affirm that humans have an innate 
capacity for altered states of consciousness. As ethnopsychiatrist George De Vos 
states, "a psychological universal in human beings is what might be broadly termed 
the capacity for altered states of consciousness."58 While not everyone experiences 
these altered states of consciousness, the basic capacity is widespread, if not univer-
sal. In support of the constructivist's view, however, we can also state that those who 
become masters of these non ordinary states of consciousness, whether through medi-
tation or through other means, exhibit certain perceptual and cognitive changes that 
are shaped by spiritual practice, language, society, culture, and belief.59 Decon-
textualists and constructivists would agree that "perceptual deautomatization" fol-
lows a long period oftransformative practice, but we cannot finally determine whether 
or not the practice removes cultural obstacles that previously obscured something 
hidden and innate. This dilemma remains finally undecidable. 
We scholars seem inevitably to frame our debates in terms that require an oppo-
sitional other: culture versus nature; universality versus plurality; theology versus 
religious studies; constructivism versus decontextualism. If William James argued 
against the "medical materialists" whose reductionistic approaches would pathologize 
religious experience, and if other generations of scholars argued over whether the 
mystic vision was attributable to divine or human origination, we argue today over 
whether mysticism should be traced to innate human capacities or to learned cul-
turaVlinguistic categories. What seems to be nearly universal is an "innate capac-
ity"-or, better, an "inescapable compulsion"-to frame our intellectual debates 
dualistically: in ordinary consciousness or theory-building consciousness, we struc-
ture our ideas, experiences, and theories oppositionally in debates that "set up their 
terms in fundamentally reciprocal or oppositional relationships in which they are foils 
for defining each other. "60 
It is clear that the contemporary study of religious experience has moved far be-
yond the collection of spontaneous religious experiences gathered by William James 
for his 1902 Varieties of Religious Experience. The essays in this volume exemplify 
what might be called, in a paraphrase of James's title, The Uniformities of Religious 
Experience. Yet, paradoxically, Forman's call for a cross-cultural and transhistorical 
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psychology of religious experience is far more diverse, broad, and complex than 
James's collection of primarily Christian experiences in The Varieties. The Rorschach 
studies of spiritual masters described in this essay provide an opportunity to exam-
ine, from the perspective of ordinary consciousness, the cross-cultural uniformities 
in the perceptual effects of expertise in nonordinary consciousness. I fear, however, 
that the Rorschach cannot resolve the debate over cultural versus innate experience. 
A valuable paradigm for understanding mystical consciousness is perhaps to be found 
in psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott' s formulation of the infant's initial encounter with 
the world as simultaneously a creation and a discovery. In Winnicott's view, "the 
infant creates what is in fact ... waiting to be found .... Yet the object must be found 
in order to be created." He adds, "this has to be accepted as a paradox and not solved 
by a restatement that, by its cleverness, seems to eliminate the paradox."61 We would 
do well to acknowledge the Winnicottian paradox in our attempts to formulate an 
understanding of religious experience: spiritual masters, we might say, discover 
an innate "pure consciousness"; at the same time, culturally and linguistically, they 
create it. 
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